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I.  Introduction 
 
Infrared imaging systems were already built since the 60’s. These sensor needs cryogenic 
temperature during their operation. The next step was the developing the uncooled bolometric 
infrared sensors in the 80’s ([1]-[4]). 
The nanoantenna mom diode system has been examined since 70’s ([10]). This type of sensor 
has a CMOS compatible technology; it can theoretically operate in different frequency bands, 
and doesn’t need cryogenic temperature during operation. During the last few decades it was 
widely investigated ([5]-[10]). In these works the nanoantenna mom diode system was only 
experimentally investigated with spiral, bow tie and dipole antennas.  
On the basis of ([5]-[10]) the classical electrodynamics can be used in modeling the 
nanoantenna mom diode system. Although these papers contains many experimentally results, 
and they prove that the nanoantenna mom diode system is a frequency selective sensor they 
don’t want to built double band on chip integrated sensor. 
By using the classical electrodynamics, the nanoantenna mom diode system can be 
investigated in a deeper theoretical way. By using the classical electrodynamics we can easily 
modify the geometry of the nanoantenna mom sensor in order to build a double band sensor 
which is compatible with the high capacity CMOS electronics. 
We have to use a robust numerical electromagnetic analyzing method (TLM) in order to 
reliably model the electromagnetic field around the sensor. The TLM method was already 
successfully used in the analysis of the classical electromagnetic problems ([12]) and in the 
analysis of the infrared filters ([12]-[13]). During the simulations I used the MicroStripes 
software of the Flomerics Inc [12]. In the common literature there are many papers about the 
theoretical background of the TLM method ([12]-[13]). They don’t give a rigorous derivation 
of the TLM method. 
Although the nanoantenna mom diode system has a very low sensitivity ([5]-[10]), there are 
no method by which the sensitivity can significantly increased. 
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II.  A feladat során alkalmazott módszerek rövid elemzése 
 
We have to use the classical electrodynamics [18],[19] for the modeling of the 
electromagnetic field around the nanoantenna mom diode sensor. In the [18],[19] the 
electromagnetic field of cavities, antennas and waveguides is described. These works are 
based on the Maxwell equations. 
 
We directly use the classical antenna theory during the modeling of the antenna-mom infrared 
sensors. Detailed models for different antenna types and detailed descriptions of the behavior 
of antennas are described in [20]. 
 
The geometry of the nanoantenna mom diode system is very similar to the microstrip 
antennas we focused on the theory of the microstrip antennas. Detailed theory and 
experimental results of microstrip antennas are given in [21]. In this work a general and 
detailed review is given about the theory of the microstrip antennas, about the applications of 
the microstrip antennas, about the design considerations of the microstrip antennas and about 
the geometry of the microstrip antennas. 
 
Besides of the antenna theory we have to use numerical methods during the analyzis of the 
sensor. I used the TLM method based MicroStripes software (Flomerics Inc). The TLM 
method is based on the combination of the waveguide theory and the finite difference method 
[14]-[17]. I studied the theory of the electromagnetic field in waveguides [22], [23]-[25] 
Besides [14]-[17]. The [22], [23]-[25] works are based on the Maxwell equations and using 
the Marcuwitz Schwinger equations in order to model the electromagnetic field in 
waveguides. 
 
We have to study the model by which we can describe the interaction between the 
electromagnetic field and matter. We have to accurately modeling this interaction because our 
sensor is operates in the infrared regime in order to adequately model our sensor. The 
interaction between dielectrics metals and the electromagnetic field is accurately described in 
[26]-[29] (experimentally and theoretically). We have to study the quantum theory [30] in 
order to deeply understand the theoretical background of the interaction of the field and 
matter.  
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III.  Thesis 
 

1. I showed that the TLM matrix can be derived by using the Marcuwitz-Schwinger 
equations by using harmonic signals in the presence of isotropic, homogenous, time 
invariant, lossless medium. 
 

 
1. Figure The geometry of a rectangular waveguide 

The equations (1) are called as the Marcuwitz-Schwinger equations.  
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)(zA  is the cross sectional area of the waveguide (Fig.1.) and )(zC  is the contour of )(zA . The 
electromagnetic field inside the waveguide can be decomposed into transversal and 
longitudinal components. The longitudinal component can be calculated from the transversal 
components. The transversal components can be represented by a modal series where  ie  and 
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ih  are orthonormal vectorial eigenfunctions of the i -th mode. The iU  and iI  are the modal 
voltage and modal current of the i -th mode and they are functions of z  
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Equations (1-6) give us the generalized transmission line model for the arbitrarily cross 
section waveguide. By using the modal expansion of the field components (8) the partial 
differential Maxwell equations can be decomposed to infinite ordinary equations. Equations 
(1-6) are powerful tool in modeling waveguide structures under several geometrical and 
material properties. 
 
Derivation of the TLM matrix 

 
2. Figure The TLM cell 

Now we derive the scattering matrix of the TLM cell (Fig.2.) by using the Marcuwitz-
Schwinger equations. We assume for the simplicity that the whole volume is filled by vacuum 
(there are no electric currents in the volume). We assume further that the field variation on the 
surface of the TLM cell is small enough to be neglected. In this case the field on the surface 
can be described by two orthogonal TEM modes (signed by 1iV , 2iV  on Fig.2.).  
The TLM cell can be represented as the cross of three rectangular waveguide. The three 
waveguides are directed to the ‘ x ’, ‘ y ’ and ‘ z ’.  
For example in the ‘ z ’ directed waveguide there are two TEM modes: one is directed to ‘ x ’ 
and propagates into ‘ z ’. Its vectorial eigenfunction is 
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and the other is directed to ‘ y ’ and propagates into ‘ z− ’. Its vectorial eigenfunction is 
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We can similarly synthesize the eigenfunctions of the other two waveguides. The other two 
waveguides (the ‘ x ’, ‘ y ’ directed waveguide) and the TEM modes in these waveguides 
couple through the sides of the TLM cube to the ‘ z ’ waveguide. We want to describe this 
coupling effect between the different sides of the TLM cube. We consider the modal voltage 
amplitudes in the two opposite side of the TLM cell in the ‘ z ’ directed waveguide as ( 11V , 12V  
and the other is  21V , 22V ). The TEM modes in the ‘ x ’, ‘ y ’ directed waveguide operate in the 
‘ z ’ waveguide as generators (through the integrals (4, 5)). 
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After substitution the integrals (4,5) to the Marcuwitz-Schwinger equations (1) and solving 
these equations for every TEM modes on the waveguides we can write the admittance matrix 
(Y ) of the TLM cell in case of TEM modes between the modal voltages and modal currents 
 11V  12V  21V  22V  31V  32V  41V  42V  51V  52V  61V  62V  

11I  a  0 b  0 c  0 c  0 0 0 0 0 

12I  0 a  0 b  0 0 0 0 c  0 c  0 

21I  b  0 a  0 c  0 c  0 0 0 0 0 

22I  0 b  0 a  0 0 0 0 c  0 c  0 

31I  c  0 c  0 a  0 b  0 0 0 0 0 

32I  0 0 0 0 0 a  0 b  0 c  0 c  

41I  c  0 c  0 b  0 a  0 0 0 0 0 

42I  0 0 0 0 0 b  0 a  0 c  0 c  

51I  0 c  0 c  0 0 0 0 a  0 b  0 

52I  0 0 0 0 0 c  0 c  0 a  0 b  

61I  0 c  0 c  0 0 0 0 b  0 a  0 

62I  0 0 0 0 0 c  0 c  0 b  0 a  

Table1. The Admittance matrix (Y ) of the TLM cell 
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The admittance matrix has only imaginary values because there is no dissipation in the 
vacuum. The admitane matrix are symmetric and reciprocal. The Y  matrix can easily rewrite 
by using the scattering formalism 

( )iiii baRU +=           (14) 

( )ii
i
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R
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1           (15) 

where iR  is the normalizing constant and ia is the incident wave and ib is the reflected wave. 
The scattering matrix 

( )( ) 1−
+−= YERYERS  

can be easily calculated from the admittance matrix, where E  is the unit matrix and R  is 
the vector of the normalizing constants. 
 

2. I developed the equivalent circuit model for the double band nanoantenna-mom diode 
infrared sensor 
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A single band nanoantenna-mom diode sensor layout is shown on fig. 3-4. The infrared sensor 
is placed on the top of a CMOS chip. We place a thin dielectric layer between the top metal 
layer of the chip and the nanoantenna. A simple nanoantenna mom diode system is a 
nanoantenna separated by a tunnel diode and a low pass filter in order to suppress the THz 
frequency components.  
 
The incoming infrared radiation generates currents in the antenna.These currents flow through 
the tunnel diode which rectifies the THz signal. The rectified DC signal can flow through the 
arms of the low pass filter. The bias point of the diode can be set through the arms of the low 
pass filter. 

 
3. Figure The cross section of a single-band infrared sensor 

 
4. Figure The top view of a single-band infrared sensor [6]-[10]. 

The equivalent circuit model for single band naoantenna mom diode sensor is shown in fig. 5 
[10]. The antenna (in receiving mode) can be modeled by a serial connected voltage generator 
and frequency dependent complex impedance ( AAant jXRZ += ). The mom diode can be 
modeled by a parallel connected nonlinear resistor and capacity. The low pass filter is 
modeled by an ideal inductivity the bias circuit can be modeled by a resistivity and a DC 
voltage generator. The THz signal of the output can be seen in fig. 6. 

 
5. Figure Circuit model for single band infrared sensor [10] 
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6. Figure Single band THz rectifier characteristics in frequency domain versus frequency 

We can easily form a double band infrared sensor system by using two single band infrared 
sensors (fig. 7). By using the classical electrodynamics and classical antenna theory we can 
easily give an equivalent circuit model for the double band IR sensor (fig. 8). 

 
7. Figure The top view of a double-band infrared sensor 

The nanoantenna system in receiving mode can be modeled by an equivalent linear circuit 
with three gates. Two gates are the outputs of the antennas and the third one models the 
incoming IR radiation (by a voltage generator). The linear system of the antennas can be 
modeled by an impedance matrix. On the outputs of the antennas we can connect the 
equivalent models for tunnel diode and bias circuit (fig. 8). The parameters of the equivalent 
impedance matrix can be determined by the TLM method [11]. 

 
8. Figure Circuit model for double band infrared sensor  

By analyzing the equivalent circuit model (on fig. 8) the THz signals on the outputs can easily 
be determined (fig. 9). On fig. 9 we can see that the signals on the outputs of the two antennas 
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are separated versus frequency. The double band system on fig. 7 can be used as a double 
band IR sensor. 

 
9. Figure Double band THz rectifier characteristics in frequency domain versus frequency (the black 

curve is related to the longer antenna the red curve is related to the shorter antenna 

On fig 9 we can see that there is a strong crosstalk between the two antennas on the lower 
resonance frequency. By varying the relative positions of the antennas (fig. 10) the crosstalk 
between the antennas ca be significantly suppress (fig. 11). 

 
10. Figure A possible layout for double band infrared sensor 

 
11. Figure Double band THz rectifier characteristics in frequency domain versus frequency (the black 

curve is related to the longer antenna the red curve is related to the shorter antenna 

On figures 6, 9, 11 we can see that the peak values of the received THz signal is VU AC µ5≈ . 
The effective area ([20]) of the antenna can be calculated by using 

in

ACout
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PA = .          (1) 
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where ACoutP  is the AC power on the output of the antenna and  
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where DR  is the resistance of the mom diode. In the furthers we assume that the DC and AC 
resistivity of the diode is equivalent ( Ω≈ 100DR ). By using the expressions above the 
equivalent area of the antenna is 

[ ]215 mA antennaeff µ≈ .          (4) 

3.  I developed a design method in order to increase the sensivity of the double band 
nanoantenna mom diode infrared sensor  
 
The sensitivity of a rectifier depends on the effective aperture of the antenna (Aeff) [20]. 
However, Aeff strongly depends on the thickness of the dielectric-layer (Fig. 12) and the width 
of the antenna [21]. At small dielectric-layer thicknesses the Aeff is small. By increasing the 
thickness of the dielectric layer the Aeff increases until it reaches its optimal value. When we 
further increase the thickness the Aeff will decrease because more and more surface waves are 
generating on the border of the dielectric layer and it degrades Aeff. By increasing the width of 
the antenna we can further increase the value of Aeff.  

 
12. Figure The effective area of a nanoscale patch-antenna versus dielectric-layer t hickness (The other 

parameters are constant) based on [21] 
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The proposed design method in case of the single-band THz rectifier is illustrated on Fig.. 13. 
First, the initial, effective-length, Le, of the antenna is determined from the given frequency f0. 
Next, the height of the dielectric-layer is looked for in order to make Aeff a maximum. Then, 
the geometrical length L of the antenna is determined from Le and h. We can further increase 
Aeff by increasing the width W of the antenna. 

 
13. Figure The design algorithm for single band THz rectifier 

 
14. Figure Single band THz rectifier characteristics in frequency domain versus dielectric-layer thickness 

For the double band case we have two antennas, and by applying the above design procedure 
to the two antennas we have two optimal dielectric-layer thicknesses for the two antennas. A 
thicker dielectric-layer is for the longer antenna and a thinner dielectric-layer for the shorter 
antenna. If we choose the thicker dielectric-layer, it is optimal for the longer antenna, but 
there will be strong surface wave excitation for the shorter antenna. Although the thinner 
dielectric-layer is not optimal for the longer antenna but there will be no strong surface wave 
excitation for the shorter- and longer-antenna. The thinner dielectric-layer turns to the optimal 
for the double-band case. 
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15. Figure Double band THz rectifier characteristics in frequency domain versus frequency after 

optimization (the black curve is related to the longer antenna the red curve is related to the shorter 
antenna  

The optimization process above was done in the double band case. After the analysis of the 
optimized system the THz signal on the outputs of the antennas can be seen on fig. 15. The 
maximum values of the received THz signals are increased (comparing fig 15 with fig. 11). 

4. I modified the geometry of the double band infrared sensor in order to increase the 
sensitivity 
 
The effective aperture can be increased by using a large spherical dielectric lens above the 
MOM-nanoantenna system to focus the incident waves to the antenna (Fig. 16). The dielectric 
lens and the dielectric cylinder are assumed to be made of. The spherical dielectric lens 
focuses the incoming radiation to its focal point. We could put the nanoantenna to the focal 
point of the lens and we may use a silicon cylinder in order to hold the focal length between 
the dielectric lens and the nanoantenna. The lens collects the incoming radiations from a much 
greater aperture and focuses it to the antenna. Fig. 17 shows the estimated AC amplitude on 
the MOM diode of a nanoantenna THz rectifier in the frequency domain with a spherical 
dielectric lens. 

 
16. Figure Cross section of the single band dielectric lens infrared sensor  
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17. Figure The AC signal on the output of the antenna of the single band dielectric lens infrared sensor 

(aperture of the lens mµ40 ) 

Comparing Fig. 6 and Fig. 17 it can be stated that we can achieve relative amplification in AC 
amplitude (~60 times in this case) by using dielectric spherical lens. It can be read from Fig. 
17 that the maximum of the amplitude of the THz signal is around VU AC µ200≈ . 
In order to get a double-band sensor, the single-band case geometry (Fig. 16) can be modified 
easily by putting the two antennas symmetrically around the focal point of the lens (Fig. 18). 
Complete EM analysis was done for the double-band dielectric lens cylinder structure in case 
of incident plane wave from z direction. This is plotted on Fig. 19. Although neither of the 
antennas are on the focal point of the lens the amplification is significant. The design 
procedure is the same above. The aperture size of the lens can be increased until both of the 
received signals reach the desired level on the MOM diode. 

 
18. Figure Cross section of the double band dielectric lens infrared sensor 
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19. Figure The AC signal on the outputs of the two antennas of the double band dielectric lens infrared 

sensor (aperture of the lens mµ40 )  
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IV.  Applications 
Infrared sensors and infrared focal plane arrays had been already used [2] in many 
applications. Infrared sensors are widely used in surveillance, fire security, military and police 
applications. 
 
The uncooled double band IR sensor has many advantages compared to the ordinary 
bolometric sensors. The uncooled nanoantenna-mom sensor is CMOS compatible, and it has 
high speed capability. Because of these abilities this type of sensors can be used more flexible 
and it has many new applications than the bolometric one (for example the medical 
applications) [31],[32]. 
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